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Season 6, Episode 25
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The Shapeless Blader



As the Beyster Island Tournament comes to a close; Toby and Zeo find themselves defeated at the hands of a mysterious blader who doesn't show his face. Masamune arrives and hears the story; He becomes determined to battle this blader at the final stage and runs full speed to it. Shortly, he discovers the final stage and ends up battling a blader who goes by the name of Chris and his bey Phantom Orion B:D. The battle is tough. Masamune fights with all his might and hits Orion high up in the air and uses his special move but amazingly his bey takes no damage at all. He is then surrounded by dark power and uses his special move that knocks Masamune and Unicorno out and Chris is revealed as another of the Legend Bladers by Gingka and co. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
18 September 2011, 00:00
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